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previous animal crossing releases have had few, if any, advertisements, but in the new version, a number of different
advertisements are scattered throughout the game. some, such as the 'save the hamster' campaign, are original

nintendo advertisements while other advertisements, such as the 'pick your favorite singer' campaign, are japanese
commercials. in the new version of animal forest, players can't respond to the ads, although they can respond to

them. new to the animal forest game is a new "petting zoo". in addition to the usual animal crossing attractions, such
as the restaurant, farm, and flower shop, players can now get a petting zoo. the petting zoo was first introduced in

1999 and it offers players a little more interaction with the animals than before. petting the animals involves tapping
them and causing them to do a specific action. for example, petting a frog, will cause it to hop up onto a log and spin
around in circles. the petting zoo is a fun addition and it's sure to be a hit with animal crossing fans. dbutsu no mori
(english: animal forest) is the english-language title for the first installment in the animal crossing series. the game

was localized to english and released outside japan for the gamecube in 2002, and for the wii virtual console in 2007.
dbutsu no mori received a high review score, and was one of the few "animal crossing" titles not banned or removed

from sales in the united states due to the system's poor market performance. 'animal crossing' was originally released
in 2001 on the nintendo 64 as dbutsu no mori (animal forest in japanese), and later localized outside japan for the

gamecube in 2002. it was later released on the wii virtual console in 2007. it is the first "animal crossing" game to be
a first-party nintendo game on a non-nintendo platform, rather than an nintendo entertainment system game. animal
crossing is a life simulation game developed and published by nintendo. the game was released for the nintendo 64
video game console in japan on april 14, 2001 and was later released outside japan for the gamecube and wii home
consoles in 2002 and 2007, respectively. the game was made available as freeware for download on the nintendo ds
handheld on january 13, 2007 in japan, and a few months later it was made available worldwide as part of nintendo's

game boy advance library. after a delay, the game was released for the virtual console service on the wii u game
console on november 20, 2013.
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according to nintendo, animal forest will be available on wii u on february 3rd, 2013 for $29.99 in north america,
€24.99 in europe, ©7.99 in australia, ©9.99 in japan, and ©12.99 in hong kong. in japan, the game will be available in

a limited edition package which includes a limited edition animal crossing: new leaf or animal crossing: new leaf -
welcome amiibo figure and a special nintendo power magazine. the game was originally released in japan in

december 2008 for nintendo's gamecube, and it has been ported to the nintendo ds and nintendo dsi xl. the game is
set in a small town populated by anthropomorphic animals, who take pride in their own appearance. their town is filled
with a variety of shops, which are usually named after real-world animals, and which sell a variety of wares. however,

there are no people to be seen in animal crossing; animals are the only inhabitants of the town. this is a departure
from previous nintendo games, which typically had a human population of some kind, and was intended to give the
game a more "natural" feel. animal crossing can be played in a number of ways. a single-player game is possible
through the nintendo gamecube's main menu, where the player is required to solve a variety of problems while
interacting with the town's inhabitants. a multi-player game can be accessed through the game's nintendo 64
cartridge, where up to four players can be connected to a single gamecube console. animal crossing is a life
simulation game in which the player chooses one of four available professions (doctor, chef, electrician, and

carpenter) and may purchase a house in the town. the house allows the player to choose one of four furniture items.
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